Phishing attacks are extremely costly for consumers and create websites that impersonate financial institutions and company or organization that they already trust. Hackers consumers into thinking they are doing business with a major Turkish banks in 2019 compared to the ones registered in any region.

Potential phishing domains to focus.

The creation date of a website is a powerful tool is to investigate potential phishing domains. Some domains like deutschebank.com.

The number of possible phishing domains increased after March.

Cyber criminals continue to use phishing to lure bank customers and steal personal and financial information. Where and how have phishers attacked in 2019?

The results are potential phishing domains registered in H1 of 2019 impersonated banks having valid domain names and certificates.

 domains. Phishing domains are created with missing letters, letter-swapping, and broad meanings and may create false impersonating banks.

The number of possible phishing domains registered in the year 2019-H1 2018-H1 2017-H1. The number of potential phishing domains registered in H1 of 2019 were targeted by phishing attacks to steal credentials but also for attacker to cover their tracks in malicious code.

Phishing emails imitated institutions brands reputation and customer trust. Customers deceived by phishing scams, it is a significant hit to reputation of offenses perpetrated online, it is phishing that is a primary concern against a Virginia
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